Venera Technologies announces ability to detect missing captions in
Captions/Subtitle files as part of its CapMateTM cloud-based caption
verification and correction service
Venera’s CapMate can now detect missing captions as part of its expansive list
of caption verification and correction features
Burbank, USA – August 25, 2021 – Today, Venera Technologies announced the
latest feature in an expansive list of features for its cloud-based caption/subtitle
verification and correction service, CapMateTM. Detecting segments of a media file
that is missing its corresponding caption has long been considered a manual, error
prone, and time consuming effort. The operators have to closely watch the entire
content, looking for segments where there is speech but no corresponding caption.
CapMate’s missing caption feature now automates and simplifies this otherwise
resource intensive operation, saving users hours of manual work.
“We are pleased to add this much-requested feature to a long list of other customer
favorite features in CapMate™. Our goal has always been to make CapMate the goto service for anyone who needs to verify and correct their caption and subtitle files.
With addition of the ‘missing caption’ detection, we are taking yet one more step
in that direction.”, said Fereidoon Khosravi, SVP of Business Development for
Venera Technologies.
Along with the just announced missing caption feature, CapMate provides many
other intelligent and cost saving detection and correction features, such as captionaudio sync, burnt-in text overlap, missing translations, caption timing issues,
profanity, and hard to detect format compliance, to mention a few.
This cloud-based service with its usage-based pricing and monthly, annual or adhoc plans provides the ideal tool for any organization or individual who needs to
verify the side car caption or subtitle files in a timely fashion and within budget.
CapMate’s automatic analysis capabilities which employs machine learning
techniques, expedites verification of any caption file. And its intuitive interactive
interface provides users with easy to use capabilities to automatically or manually

correct the issues, as well as the ability to generate a new clean caption file. All of
this can be done in a fraction of the time that it would take to do the work manually.
And for those customers with a large volume of caption/subtitle content,
CapMate’s dynamically scalable cloud architecture, provides the ability to run
hundreds of jobs simultaneously, further expediting the overall process.
With an extensive set of QC and correction capabilities, and a flexible usage based
pricing, you will find that CapMate™ is a must have companion for your
caption/subtitle processing operations.
To learn more about CapMateTM, its new missing captions as well as all other
features, or to ask for a free trial, please visit www.veneratech.com/CapMate.
About Venera Technologies
Venera Technologies provides cutting-edge file-based QC solutions to the digital media industry, tailored
to the evolving requirements of its customer and the industry. Venera’s Quasar®, the first native cloudbased QC solution, was developed natively for the Cloud environment with features such as dynamic
scalability and usage based pricing model, along with advanced QC functionalities. And Venera’s Pulsar™
automated file-based QC solution is for on-premise deployment, with the same QC functionalities as
Quasar. CapMateTM, the native cloud Caption/Subtitle verification and correction solution, is the latest
addition to Venera’s QC suite of products. It is the first comprehensive solution for verifying caption or
subtitle side car files that can accurately and quickly detect (and correct) and report on complex issues
such as caption sync, caption overlap on burnt-in text, profanity, timing issues, and Standards compliance.
Venera’s suite of QC solutions is used by some of the largest Media companies in the world, as well as a
number of smaller boutique post houses and production companies.
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